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Cytoplasmically inherited bacteria cause bidirectional incompatibility between two species of the
parasitoid wasp genus Nasonia. These bacteria belong to the alpha sub-division of the Proteo-
bacteria. Normally, hybrid (female) offspring are not produced in interspecific crosses. Elimination
of the cytoplasmically-inherited bacteria by antibiotic treatments restores compatibility, i.e. hybrid
females are produced. Bidirectional incompatibility could be caused directly, by differences
between the bacteria of the two species, or indirectly, by the different interactions of the bacteria
with host species genomes. To distinguish between these two possibilities, genetic crosses were set
up to introduce the nuclear genome of each wasp species into the cytoplasmic (microbial)
background of the other. These strains were then tested for compatibility to the infected parental
species. Individuals from both reciprocal introgressions were only compatible with individuals that
had the same cytoplasm, independent of nuclear background. This indicates that compatibility
type is independent of the host genotype and is based on differences between cytoplasmic bacteria
of the two Nasonia species. However, compatibility differences from interactions between the
bacteria and the other cytoplasmically inherited elements (e.g. mitochondria) have not been ruled
out.
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Introduction

Cytoplasmically inherited reproductive incompatibility
between strains (or species) has been observed in many
insects (Laven, 1957; Saul, 1961; Kellen et at., 1981;
Trpis et al., 1981; Hsiao & Hsiao, 1985b; Wade &
Stevens, 1985; Hoffmann et at., 1986; Hoffmaim,
1988; Breeuwer & Werren, 1990; O'Neill & Karr,
1990). In most cases maternally inherited micro-organ-
isms have been implicated as the causative agent.
Evidence comes from cytological observations of
micro-organisms in reproductive tissues (Yen & Barr,
1973; Wright & Barr, 1980; Kellen et al., 1981; Trpis et
a!., 1981; Hsiao & Hsiao, 1985a; Binnington &
Hoffmann, 1989; O'Neill, 1989; Breeuwer & Werren,
1990; O'Neill & Karr, 1990), alteration of compatibility
through antibiotic treatment of infected individuals
(Yen & Barr, 1971; Kellen et at., 1981; Trpis et al.,
1981; Wade & Stevens, 1985; Richardson etal., 1986;
Hoffmann, 1988; Hoffmann & Turelli, 1988;
Breeuwer & Werren, 1990; O'Neill & Karr, 1990;
Montchamp-Moreau et at., 1991), and identification of
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bacteria via sequencing 16S ribosomal genes from
infected strains. These bacteria fall in the alpha sub-
division of Proteobacteria, and show high sequence
similarity (>95 per cent) despite being found in
diverse insect taxa (Breeuwer et at., 1992; O'Neill et at.,
1992; Rousset et at., 1992). Based on high 16S
sequence similarity, cytoplasmic incompatibility
bacteria are likely to belong to the same genus
Wolbachia.

Typically, cytoplasmic incompatibility is unidirec-
tional; males of one strain are incompatible with
females from another strain, whereas the reciprocal
cross is compatible and produces normal progeny.
However, bidirectional incompatibility, in which both
reciprocal crosses are incompatible, has been found
between strains of the mosquito Cutex pipiens (Laven,
1957, 1967), the fruitfly Drosophila simutans (O'Neill
& Karr, 1990; Nigro, 1991; Montchamp-Moreau etal.,
1991) and between species of the parasitoid wasp
genus Nasonia (Breeuwer & Werren, 1990).

In Nasonia, it was previously demonstrated that
hybridization between N. vitripennis and N. girautti is
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prevented by bacteria (Breeuwer & Werren, 1990).
Cytogenetic examination shows that, following mating
in interspecific crosses, sperm do fertilize eggs. How-
ever, in the first mitotic division the paternal chromo-
somes condense improperly and are eventually lost
(Breeuwer & Werren, 1990). A similar pattern occurs
in unidirectional incompatibility between laboratory
strains of N. vitripennis (Ryan & Saul, 1968). Paternal
genome loss reconstitutes haploidy in the embryo,
which therefore develops into a male that inherits only
the maternal genome (owing to haplodiploid sex deter-
mination). Elimination of micro-organisms restores
compatibility, and hybrid female offspring are pro-
duced. Thus even though both species carry a heritable
bacterium, which typically does not affect compatibility
within species, they are involved in incompatibility
between species.

Bidirectional incompatibility between species could
be caused by either species-specific differences in the
bacteria, or by different bacterial interactions with the
respective host genomes (i.e. N. giraulti vs. N. vitri-
pennis). More specifically, the cytoplasmic incompati-
bility microbe found in N. giraulti may be inherently
bidirectionally incompatible with the microbe of N.
vitripennis, or bidirectional incompatibility may result
from different interactions of the micro-organism(s)
with the host genomes. For example, in each species
nuclear genes could have evolved to suppress incom-
patibility, whereas it is still expressed in interspecific
crosses. To distinguish between the two possibilities
(microbe or host genome differences), it is necessary to
introduce the cytoplasmic incompatibility microbe of
one species into the nuclear background of the other
species, and then test whether its incompatibility
relationships have changed.

The two hypotheses were tested by comparing
incompatibility relationships of parental species with
those of backcrossed individuals, in which the geno-
type of one species was introgressed into the infected
cytoplasm of the other species over successive genera-
tions.

Materials and methods

The general biology of Nasonia is described by
Whiting (1967). In the laboratory Nasonia were raised
on fleshfly pupae, Sarcophaga bullata, at 25°C and con-
stant light. Under these conditions generation time is
14 days. Two wild-type (infected) strains were used: N.
vitripennis (Labil laboratory strain, Leiden, The
Netherlands) and N giraulti (RV2, collected in
Rochester, NY, U.S.A., 1986). These strains harbour
cytoplasmic incompatibility micro-organisms (CIM), as

do all field-collected strains so far examined. Cured
lines were derived from the wild-type strain of each
species by feeding females an antibiotic (1 mg m11
tetracycline in 10 per cent sucrose) prior to egg laying.
This was repeated for three generations, at which time
no micro-organisms could be detected in the cytoplasm
of freshly laid eggs stained with 2 per cent lacmoid
(Breeuwer & Werren, 1990). These cured strains,
labelled Asymc and RV2T, respectively, have been
maintained free of cytoplasmic incompatibility micro-
organisms for over 5 years of laboratory maintenance.

Terminology

Individuals from infected (wild-type) strains are
referred to as 'symbiont' and have a 's' cytotype,
because they harbour the symbiont bacteria. Cured or
uninfected strains are indicated as 'asymbiont' and
have an 'a' cytotype, because they are free of symbiont
bacteria. An individual is designated by genotype, with
cytotype indicated between brackets. Analogous to an
individual's genotype, the term cytotype refers to the
heritable cytoplasmic factors that reside in the cyto-
plasm of an individual. A cytotype is typically inherited
only via the mother. For both genotype and cytotype, V
stands for N vitripennis and G for N giraulti. Thus,
Asymc is designated as V [Va], whereas Labil is V [Vs}.
Note that both strains have the same nuclear back-
ground, as is also the case for G [Ga] and G [Gs]. The
genotype of individuals from introgression lines is
described by the paternal genotype, the number of
introgression generations followed by the original
maternal genotype (e.g. G5V [Vs] is derived from an
original cross between F1 hybrid (G [Ga] dx V [Vs] 9)
9 backcrossed to G [Ga] o° for an additional four
generations).

Introgression lines

The nuclear genome of each species was introgressed
into the symbiont cytotype of the other species by
repeated backcrossing (Fig. 1). Lines were started with
reciprocal crosses between asymbiont males and
symbiont females of the parental species (V [Va] d x G
[Gs] 9 and G [Ga] d x V [Vs] 9). Resulting hybrid
females were backcrossed to asymbiont males of the
paternal species for up to 16 generations. After 16
backcross generations, a line, G16 + V [Vs], was estab-
lished from offspring of G [Ga] d X G16 V [Vs] 9, and
has been maintained by within strain mating without
further backcrossing for over a year. The reciprocal
introgression of V genotype into a [Gs] cytotype was
terminated after five backcross generations.
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Fig. 1 Diagram of the introgression scheme showing the
nuclear substitution (inner circle) of the maternal genotype
(blank) by the paternal genotype (black). Cytotype (outer
circle) is only maternally inherited. Percentage nuclear sub-
stitution in females is calculated as 1 —(1 — f"),where n is
the number of backcross generations.

Assumptions of the introgression process

In theory, each backcross generation will replace half
of the residual maternal nuclear genome with the
paternal nuclear genome in the female (diploid) pro-
geny (Fig. 1). Thus, 97 per cent of the original maternal
genome will be substituted by the paternal genome
after five backcross generations, assuming normal
levels of recombination. On the other hand, the herit-
able cytoplasmic factors are only maternally inherited;
the male sperm does not contribute cytoplasm to the
egg. Therefore, backcrossed lines will carry the substi-
tuted paternal genome in a cytoplasmic background
that contains the original maternal heritable cytoplas-
mic factors.

Backcrossed lines are expected to contain the substi-
tuted paternal genome combined with maternally
inherited CIM. Typically, three assumptions are made
about the backcross process (Grun, 1976): (i) the herit-
able cytoplasmic factors do not change during back-

crossing; (ii) sperm does not contribute cytoplasm to
the egg; and (iii) there is no preferential retention of
maternal genes among recombinant eggs.

The first assumption was the main focus of this
study. The second assumption is usually taken for
granted. Currently, there is no evidence for even low
levels of paternal transmission of CIM in Nasonia. Very
low levels may occur in the CIM of D. simulans
(Hoffmann & Turelli, 1988). By using asymbiont males
for backcrosses, potential paternal transmission of
CIM was eliminated. The third assumption requires
genetic markers to distinguish between the genotypes
of the two species. No suitable visible markers are
available in Nasonia. However, the two Nasonia
species differ in antennal shape, male wing morphology
(N. vitripennis males have brachypterous wings
whereas N. giraulti males have much larger and
broader wings) and N. giraulti females lack marginal
fringes or bristles on the forewing (Darling & Werren,
1989). These characters can be used as an index for the
introgression of linked nuclear genes.

Testing compatibility

Backcrossed lines were assessed for compatibility by
crosses to symbiont parental strains. Test crosses were
done at the fifth, tenth and sixteenth (+) generation of
introgression of G genotype in [Vs] cytotype and at the
fifth generation for the reciprocal introgression, V
genotype in [Gs] cytotype. For all experimental crosses,
females and males were collected as virgin pupae. On
emergence, pair matings were performed. Mating was
observed to exclude crosses that produced only male
progeny as a result of females that remained unmated.
Pairs that did not copulate within 30 mm were dis-
carded from the analysis. After 24 h, males were
removed and females were provided with two hosts for
oviposition. Incompatibility type was subsequently
determined by scoring offspring sex ratio. Presence of
female offspring indicates that the cross is compatible.

Female compatibility

This was tested in crosses to infected males of the
parental species. In addition to mating observations,
females from each strain were crossed to cured males
of the parental species to determine if mating resulted
in insemination. Asymbiont males are compatible with
any female, regardless of her cytotype and genotype
(Breeuwer & Werren, 1990). Therefore, observation of
all male progeny in these crosses will provide informa-
tion on the occurrence of uninseminated females des-
pite observed copulations.

Generation introgression
in females

P 0 0 x

61 50 x

V
x

B2 75 /
I //
I /

B5 g7
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Male compatibility

The male compatibility of the introgression lines was
tested in crosses to females from infected parental
strains. Because males develop from unfertilized eggs,
genomic substitution in males is one generation behind
that of backcrossed females (Fig. 1). In other words,
male offspring have the same level of introgression as
their mother, rather than their sisters.

Results

N. giraulti genotype into N. vitripennis symbiont
cytotype

Compatibility type of females of the symbiont maternal
species, V [Vs], is shown in Table 1. They are com-
patible with their own V [Vs] males, but incompatible
with G [Gs] males. in contrast, female offspring were
produced in crosses with asymbiont males of both
species. This confirms the earlier compatibility rela-
tionships found between N. vitripennis and N. giraulti
(Breeuwer & Werren, 1990).

A high number of interspecies crosses between V
[Vs] females and G [Gal males yielded all male progeny
even though copulations were observed. This is pro-
bably the result of insemination failure. In interspecies
crosses, males have difficulty courting females of the

other species (J. A. J. Breeuwer & J. H. Werren, unpub-
lished data). In particular, N. giraulti males are fre-
quently unable to complete courtship with copulation.
If copulation is terminated before sperm transfer, the
female remains uninseminated and will produce all
male progeny. Potentially, some of the all male progeny
produced in the incompatible cross between V [Vs]
females and G [Gs] males may have been the result of
improper insemination. Unfortunately, transfer of
sperm to the spermatheca was not assayed. Alterna-
tively, there may be partial incompatibility between N.
giraulti sperm and N. vitripennis eggs even in the
absence of the cytoplasmic bacteria.

All backcrossed females with a G genotype and [Vs]
cytotype were compatible with V [Vs] males of similar
symbiont cytotype, i.e. carried cytoplasmic bacteria of
the same (vitripennis) maternal species. Conversely,
these females were incompatible with G [Gs] males,
that had similar genotypes but different symbiont cyto-
types. Residual effects of introgression, e.g. genotypic
incompatibility, can be ruled out in the latter, because
backcrossed females were compatible with G [Ga]
males. Moreover, even after 16 backcross generations
and over a year of uncontrolled maintenance, G16 +V
[Vs] females remained incompatible with G [Gs] pater-
nal males (Table 1). Successful introgression of the G
nuclear genome into a [Vs] cytotype is indicated,
because G16 + V [Vs] males have the wing and anten-

Table I Compatibility type of females backcrossed to N. giraulti males, determined from crosses to the parental strains.
Mean s.d. is given for percentage female offspring and offspring number. Replicates are tallied by percentage female offspring.
For each cross, genotype is listed first, with cytoplasmic origin between brackets. (V= N. vitripennis, G = N.giraulti,
s = symbiont, a =asymbiont)

Cross Female Male

Percentage females

Incompatible

0 1—9

Compatible

Mean±s.d.

Offspring
number
Mean±s.d.10—49 50—69 70—100

P V{VsJ V[Vs]
G[Gs]
V[Va]
G[Ga]

— —

20 —
— —

11 —

—
—
—

1

1
—
—

1

28
—

21
16

83±10
0±0

86±7
52±43

34.2±7.1
38.3±9.5
38.2±9.3
34.4±7.0

B5 G5V[Vs] V[Vs]
G{Gs}
V[Va]
G[Ga]

1 —

12 —
— —
— —

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

10
—

8

11

85±30
0±0

100±0
98±4

21.6±7.7
15.8±7.7
22.8±9,2
35.1±9.5

BlO GIOV[Vs] V[VsJ
G[Gs]
V[Val
G[Ga]

— —

20 —
— —

— —

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

24
—

15
17

90±7
0±0

85±6
87±7

33.2±8.2
37.4±9.1
35.9±10.5
33.8±7.4

B16+ G16+V[Vs] V[Vs]
G[GsJ

— —

12 —
1
—

1
—

17
—

82±13
0±0

33.4±8.9
28.3±12.2
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nal morphology of N, giraulti males and the marginal
brewing bristles are absent in females, which is charac-
teristic of N. giraulti (J. A. J. Breeuwer & J. H. Werren,
unpublished data). Compatibility type of the N. vitri-
pennis CIM was not altered when it was associated with
the N. giraulti genotype. In addition, the results confirm
that compatibility type is a stable, cytoplasmically
(maternally) inherited character.

Compatibility type of males from the same intro-
gressed line was assessed in crosses to females of the
symbiont parental strains (Table 2). The males have a
G genotype and [Vs] cytotype. Like introgressed
females, they were only compatible with the parental V
symbiont strain and incompatible with the parental G
symbiont strain. These observations are consistent with
the hypothesis that bidirectional cytoplasmic incom-
patibility is determined by differences in bacterial
strains, and not due to bacterial interactions with the
nuclear genome.

Despite mating observations in crosses between
G16 + V [VsJ males and V [Vs] females, a high number
of these crosses yielded all male progeny. This result is
different from incompatibility assays of both intro-
gressed females and males at the fifth and tenth genera-
tion of introgression. There are at least two possible
explanations. First, there may be some nuclear influ-
ence over cytoplasmic incompatibility in males, that is
not expressed in females from the G16+ V [l/sj line.
However, male nuclear influence is not observed or
expressed in G5V [Vs} and GJOV [Vs] males. Alterna-
tively, mating observation may not guarantee successful

insemination, as suggested by the parental cross V [Vs}
9 x G [Ga] d (Table 1). The latter is the most likely
explanation, because G16 + V [Vsj males resemble N
giraulti males phenotypically and behaviourly. As
pointed out earlier, premating discrimination between
N. giraulti males and N vitripennis females is evident.

The first backcross generations showed a reduction
in offspring numbers. This probably results from
hybrid breakdown when the genotypes of the two
Nasonia species are combined in backcrossed individ-
uals, and is also found in crosses using only asymbiont
lines (Breeuwer, 1993). As expected, hybrid break-
down gradually disappeared by progressive introgres-
sion of G into [Vs] cytotype and was almost absent after
five backcross generations (Table 1).

N. vitripennis genotype into N. giraulti symbiont
cytotype

Introgression of V genotype into G cytoplasmic back-
ground was hampered by severe hybrid breakdown,
which persisted over successive generations. Small
offspring numbers in Table 3 are an indication of the
hybrid breakdown. Moreover, after five backcross
generations some males still showed N. giraulti wing
morphology. This suggests that preferential selection
for or retention of maternal G genes in hybrid individ-
uals may have occurred. Thus, substitution of G with V
genotype in a [Gs] cytotype was probably lower than
expected. The same phenomenon is observed when
only asymbiont strains are used, indicating that the

Table 2 Compatibility type of male offspring of females backcrossed to N. giraulti. Mean s.d. is given for percentage female
offspring and offspring number. Replicates are tallied by percentage female offspring. For each cross, genotype is listed first and
cytoplasmic origin is between brackets. ( V N. vitripennis, G = N. giraulti, s = symbiont, a = asymbiont)

Cross Female Male

Percentage females

Incompatible

0 1—9

Compatible

Mean±s.d.

Offspring
number
Mean±s.d.10—49 50—69 70—100

P V{Vs]
G[Gs]

V[Vs] — —
19 —

—
—

1

—
28
—

83±10
0±0

34.2±7.1
35.6±7.0

B5 V[Vs]
G[Gs]

G5V[Vs] — —
9 —

2
—

—
—

5
—

65±31
0±0

28.6±6.7
36.5±7.2

BiD V[Vs]
G[Gs]

GJOV[Vs] 1 —

22 —
—
—

1

—
27
—

86±18
0±0

30.2±9.7
35.2±9.0

B16+ V[Vs]
G[Gs]

G16+V[Vs] 18 —

26 —
1

—
1

—
15
—

37±41
0±0

52.4±11.7
45.3±14.3
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Table 3 Compatibility type of females backcrossed to N. vitripennis, determined from crosses to the parental strains.
Mean s.d. is given for percentage female offspring and offspring number. Replicates are tallied by percentage female offspring.
For each cross, genotype is listed first and cytoplasmic origin is between brackets. (V = N. vitripennis, G = N. giraulti,
s = symbiont, a = asymbiont)

Cross Female Male

Percentage females

Incompatible

0 1—9

Compatible

Mean±s.d.

Offspring
number
Mean±s.d.10—49 50—69 70—100

P G{Gs] V[VsI
G[GsI
V[Va]
G[Ga]

19 —
— —
— —
— —

—
—
—
—

—
—

2
—

—

24
24
22

0±0
90±6
88±11
80±10

35.6±7.0
38.0±8.2
32.6±8.5
35.9±7.1

B5 V5G[Gs} V[VsJ
G{GsI
V[Va]
G[Ga]

9 —

2 —
— —
— —

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—

8

8
11

0±0
77±41

100±0
98±4

2.4± 1.9
7.3±4.3
4.1±1.5
6.7±3.1

bacteria are not involved in retention of G nuclear
genes (Breeuwer, 1993).

Owing to difficulties of maintaining the stock under
high levels of hybrid breakdown, introgression was
stopped after five generations of backerossing and only
females could be tested. Compatibility type of V5G
[Gs] females is consistent with those of the reciprocal
introgression; V5G [Gs] females are incompatible with
V [VsJ males but compatible with G [Gs] males (Table
3). This suggests that incompatibility type of the N.
giraulti cytoplasmic incompatibility micro-organism is
not changed if associated with N vitripennis genotype.
As expected, these females were fully compatible with
asymbiont males of both parental species.

Discussion

The backcross experiments demonstrate that bidirec-
tional incompatibility between wild-type strains of N.
vitripennis and N giraulti is a cytoplasmically inherited
character. The fact that compatibility types were not
altered when infected cytotype of one species was asso-
ciated with the genotype of the other species indicates
that bidirectional incompatibility between these two
Nasonia species results from differences in the
symbiont bacteria of the two species, rather than inter-
actions between the bacterial and host species
genomes.

One assumption of the introgression process is that
there is no preferential retention of genes of the mater-
nal species in hybrid individuals. Violation of this
assumption may affect the above interpretation that
bidirectional incompatibility is caused solely by differ-

ences in incompatible micro-organism strains. Hybrid
breakdown could create a situation that violates this
assumption. For example, certain recombinations of
paternal and maternal genes in hybrids could have
higher probability of surviving to adulthood than
others. However, retention of specific maternal genes
in itself does not necessarily affect the interpretation
that compatibility type of introgressed individuals is
not influenced by the host species' genotype, unless
these genes play a specific role in the determination of
compatibility type.

The role of bacteria in cytoplasmic incompatibility is
not at issue, as bacterial curing permanently eliminates
bidirectional incompatibility. What is being tested is
whether differences in the bacteria are sufficient to
cause bidirectional incompatibility, or whether inter-
actions with the host genome are involved. Results
indicate that the nuclear genome is not directly
involved.

Both reciprocal backcrosses suffered from hybrid
breakdown, i.e. a reduction in hybrid viability
(Breeuwer, 1993). For the introgression of G genotype
into [Vsj cytotype, wing and antennal morphology of
males and female wing bristles from the introgression
line and the gradual disappearance of hybrid break-
down indicate that retention of V genes did not occur.
The reciprocal introgression, however, continued to
suffer hybrid mortality. In addition, some male progeny
of V5G [Gs] females still showed the N. giraulti wing
morphology even though >97 per cent of their geno-
type was expected to be of N vitripennis. This indicates
that retention of certain G genes occurred in this cross,
and an influence of G genotype on incompatibility
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cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless, the results are con-
sistent with those obtained from the reciprocal intro-
gression, that incompatibility type correlates with
cytotype and is not under nuclear influence of the wasp
host.

Potentially, bidirectional incompatibility could be
the result of interactions between cytoplasmic incom-
patibility bacteria and other heritable cytoplasmic
factors such as mitochondria. The introgression experi-
ments presented here cannot rule out this possibility,
because all cytoplasmic factors are transmitted
together via the cytoplasm. Partial bidirectional incom-
patibility between two D. simulans strains appears to
be independent of mitochondrial DNA type (Nigro,
1991). Both strains harbour cytoplasmic micro-organ-
isms, but have different mitochondrial types. Injection
of symbiont egg cytoplasm from one strain into eggs
from the other symbiont strain converted compatibility
type of offspring of the recipient to that of the donor,
independent of whether the recipient's offspring mito-
chondrial type was completely replaced by the donor
mitochondrial type or retained the recipient's type. it is
not known to what extent mtDNA of the Nasonia
species may differ.

Little is known about the actual mechanism of cyto-
plasmic incompatibility. Some mechanism of genomic
imprinting of the paternal chromosomes by the
microbes has been postulated based on two observa-
tions: maternal inheritance of the microbes and the
unidirectional nature of incompatibility between
asymbiont and symbiont strains (Breeuwer & Werren,
1990; O'Neill & Karr, 1990).

In Nasonia, cytoplasmic incompatibility results in
selective elimination of the paternal chromosomes
(Ryan & Saul, 1968; Breeuwer & Werren, 1990).
Cytogenetic studies of fertilized eggs from incompat-
ible crosses in Nasonia, revealed that the paternal
chromosomes do not condense properly and fail to
participate in the first mitotic division and appear to be
fragmented (Ryan & Saul, 1968; Breeuwer & Werren,
1990). Usually the paternal chromosomes are com-
pletely lost, but occasionally small centromere-contain-
ing chromosome fragments survive and are transmitted
to the next generation (Ryan et al., 1985; Beukeboom
& Werren, in press). Chromosome elimination prob-
ably also occurs in diploid incompatibility systems. Jost
(1 970a, b) showed that eggs are fertilized in incompat-
ible crosses of C. pipiens, but developing embryos are
haploid and eventually die. Abnormal mitotic divisions
were observed in embryos produced in crosses
between incompatible D. simulans strains (O'Neill &
Karr, 1990).

Many other systems are known that exhibit selective
inactivation or elimination of chromosomes (see White,

1973; Sager & Kitchin, 1975). it is postulated that in all
those instances the underlying mechanisms are the
same; modification and restriction of DNA (M—R) by
enzymes with specificity for particular recognition sites
(Sager & Kitchin, 1975). Such M—R systems are well
known in bacteria and play a role in the defence against
invasion of foreign DNA and exclusion of DNA of
close bacterial relatives. The results of this study indi-
cate the existence of different bacteria, and cytogenetic
events that are observed in fertilized eggs of incompat-
ible crosses may very well represent an M—R system.
Obviously, further experiments are needed to elucidate
the mechanism of cytoplasmic incompatibility.

Multiple incompatible crossing types, such as those
observed in strains of D. simulans (O'Neill & Karr,
1990; Montchamp-Moreau et al., 1991; Nigro, 1991)
and C. pipiens (Laven, 1957; Subbarao et al., 1977)
may also be correlated with the presence of different
bacterial strains. Laven (1957, 1967), for example,
already postulated the presence of several different
cytoplasmically inherited factors, in the C. pipiens
complex to explain the observed multiple crossing rela-
tionships among C. pipiens strains. However, multiple
incompatibilities should be carefully interpreted as
they do not necessarily reflect infections with different
microbial strains. For example, differences in unidirec-
tional incompatibility within N. vitripennis are corre-
lated with infection levels (Breeuwer & Werren, in
press). Variation in compatibility could therefore result
from variation in infection levels as well as inherent dif-
ferences between bacterial strains. In diploid species,
hybrid breakdown among both sexes as a result of
nuclear—nuclear or nuclear—cytoplasmic interactions
could potentially generate incompatibility relationships
similar to micro-organism-induced incompatibility. In
both cases the number of offspring will be reduced and
are, without further experiments, indistinguishable
from micro-organism-induced cytoplasmic incom-
patibility. For example, in D. simulans, crosses which
involved transformed male individuals that had both
mitochondrial types present, produced significantly
fewer offspring compared with crosses with trans-
formed individuals that were fixed for either recipient
or donor mitochondrial type (Nigro, 1991).

Other mechanisms, such as nuclear effects with
parental expression (Rousset et a!., 1991) or cytoplas-
mic conditioning alleles and preferential segregation
(see McClelland, 1967) have been postulated to
account for the phenomenon of bidirectional incom-
patibility. Introgression studies in conjunction with
antibiotic treatment are one way to determine the
independence between cytoplasmic incompatibility
microbes and their host genome in bidirectional
incompatible crosses. Injection of microbes from one
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host species into another host strain may provide an
alternative technique that separates microbes from
nuclear and other cytoplasmic factors (Nigro, 1991).

In conclusion, results from the backcrossing experi-
ments show that bidirectional cytoplasmic incompati-
bility between N. vitripennis and N. giraulti is based on
the presence of different CIM in each of the Nasonia
species. There does not appear to be a direct nuclear
involvement. These incompatibility systems provide
opportunities to study mechanisms of DNA modifica-
tion or genomic imprinting because they are easy to
manipulate and are caused by discrete elements: herit-
able micro-organisms. They also provide excellent
systems to study evolution between hosts and their
parasites.
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